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SUMMARY
Developing synapsesmature through the recruitment of specific proteins that stabilize presynaptic and post-
synaptic structure and function. Wnt ligands signaling via Frizzled (Fz) receptors play many crucial roles in
neuronal and synaptic development, but whether and how Wnt and Fz influence synaptic maturation is
incompletely understood. Here, we show that Fz2 receptor cleavage via the g-secretase complex is required
for postsynaptic development and maturation. In the absence of g-secretase, Drosophila neuromuscular
synapses fail to recruit postsynaptic scaffolding and cytoskeletal proteins, leading to behavioral deficits.
Introducing presenilinmutations linked to familial early-onset Alzheimer’s disease into flies leads to synaptic
maturation phenotypes that are identical to those seen in null alleles. This conserved role for g-secretase in
synaptic maturation and postsynaptic development highlights the importance of Fz2 cleavage and suggests
that receptor processing by proteins linked to neurodegeneration may be a shared mechanism with aspects
of synaptic development.
INTRODUCTION

Developing robust synaptic connections requires a series of

events following incipient neuronal contact, culminating in a

maturation process to recruit specialized receptor, scaffolding,

cytoskeletal, and neurotransmitter-related proteins (Chia et al.,

2013). To transit from nascent contact to reliable connection,

postsynaptic protein recruitment is especially essential to ensure

function. Underscoring the importance of maturation, its failure

can lead to neurodevelopmental (Zoghbi and Bear, 2012) and

possibly even neurodegenerative (Barnat et al., 2020) disorders.

Although postsynaptic maturation requires activity-dependent

refinement (Hooks and Chen, 2020; Vonhoff and Keshishian,

2017) and synapse-to-nucleus signals (Marcello et al., 2018),

the underlying molecular mechanisms are incompletely

understood.

In invertebrates and vertebrates,Wnts generally promote axon

guidance, circuit assembly, and neurodevelopment (Fradkin

et al., 2005; Salinas and Zou, 2008). At synapses, secreted

Wnt ligands signal through multiple Frizzled (Fz), Ryk, and PCP

receptor families (Zou, 2020) to engage multiple downstream

pathways that regulate synaptic structure, cytoskeletal organi-

zation, and activity-dependent function (Budnik and Salinas,

2011). Consistent with a central role in synapse development,
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loss of synaptic Wnts underlies multiple neurological disorders

(Oliva et al., 2018) including Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Tapia-Ro-

jas and Inestrosa, 2018). However, despite the critical impor-

tance of synaptic Wnts, the divergent complexity of presynaptic

and postsynaptic Wnt signals has precluded understanding of

how each downstream pathway influences development and

disease.

The Drosophila larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is a

powerful synapse for studying synaptic development and matu-

ration (Harris and Littleton, 2015). The NMJ combines the acces-

sibility of a developing synapse with stereotyped connections

(Keshishian et al., 1996) and a myriad of genetic tools aimed at

understanding cell-type specific function of genes and pro-

cesses (Venken et al., 2011a). As a glutamatergic synapse, the

Drosophila NMJ shares mechanistic conservation with mamma-

lian central synapses (Collins and DiAntonio, 2007), allowing for

Drosophila discoveries to inform vertebrate biology (Charng

et al., 2014) and, in particular, postsynaptic maturation (Chou

et al., 2020). At the fly NMJ, synaptic boutons form via activity-

dependent motoneuron outgrowth (Ataman et al., 2008; Piccioli

and Littleton, 2014; Zito et al., 1999). Nascent, immature boutons

contain presynaptic membrane and vesicles but lack postsyn-

aptic apposition—these boutons are termed ‘‘ghost boutons’’

and are transient features of normal synaptic growth and
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Figure 1. Cleavage of Frizzled2 and the Frizzled nuclear import (FNI) pathway promotes postsynaptic development and maturation

(A) Schematic of Drosophila FNI. Presynaptic Wingless activates postsynaptic Fz2, which is then endocytosed, trafficked, and the C-terminus cleaved and

imported into the nucleus, whereas the N-terminus remains perinuclear.

(legend continued on next page)
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plasticity (Ataman et al., 2008; Piccioli and Littleton, 2014; Vasin

et al., 2019). As the larva matures, boutons complete develop-

ment by recruiting active zones, neurotransmitter release ma-

chinery (Fouquet et al., 2009), and postsynaptic receptor, scaf-

folding, and cytoskeletal proteins (Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a;

Schmid et al., 2006, 2008). Examining how ghost boutons may

persist and postsynaptic proteins are recruited during late larval

stages provides a unique opportunity to separate and charac-

terize the mechanisms of later synaptic maturation from those

of earlier synapse formation and growth.

At the fly NMJ, Wnts can promote postsynaptic development

via a noncanonical Frizzled nuclear import (FNI) pathway (Fig-

ure 1A). Wingless (Wg) is secreted from motoneurons (Ataman

et al., 2008) and glia (Kerr et al., 2014) in an activity-dependent

mode and binds to postsynaptic muscle Fz2 receptors (Packard

et al., 2002). Fz2 is then endocytosed and trafficked to the peri-

nuclear space where the Fz2 C terminus (Fz2-C) is cleaved and

imported into the nucleus to regulate expression of genes linked

to synaptic development (Ashley et al., 2018; Ataman et al.,

2006, 2008; Kamimura et al., 2013; Korkut et al., 2009; Mathew

et al., 2005; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al., 2012).

Although the role ofWnts in promoting general synaptic develop-

ment is evident, the precise aspects controlled by and the phys-

iological relevance of FNI remain controversial. First, it is unclear

if FNI promotes general synaptic growth (Mathew et al., 2005) or

postsynaptic maturation (Ataman et al., 2006; Kamimura et al.,

2013; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al., 2012). Second,

the amino acids that comprise the Fz2 cleavage site overlap with

residues that bind Disheveled (Dsh; Axelrod et al., 1998); muta-

tions in those residues thus cannot distinguish between failure

of FNI or of a Dsh-dependent, canonical Wnt pathway (Miech

et al., 2008). Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the protease

that promotes Fz2 cleavage remains unknown; the lack of such

knowledge has precluded direct study of cleavage to under-

stand how proteolysis gates postsynaptic maturation. These

facets have precluded thorough understanding of the gate-

keepers of FNI-dependent neurodevelopment and any evolu-

tionarily conserved synaptic aspects.

To address such gaps, we tested the hypothesis that Fz2

cleavage and FNI promote postsynaptic maturation and subse-

quently sought to identify the relevant protease. Here, we find

that Fz2 cleavage is required for postsynaptic development

and maturation at the Drosophila NMJ and that g-secretase, a

proteolytic complex linked to AD, is required for Fz2 cleavage

and FNI-mediatedmaturation. Loss of g-secretase impairs post-

synaptic apposition and coordinated behavior and is sup-

pressed by activating the FNI pathway, suggesting that the phys-

iologically relevant cleavage event missing in g-secretase

mutants is that of postsynaptic Fz2. We also find that postsyn-
(B) Schematic of NMJ bouton addition. Presynaptic boutons (magenta) are surro

maturation is impaired, there are more ghost boutons and reduced spectrin thic

(C–E) Representative images of NMJs fromControl (C), dfz2mutant (D), andmusc

Dlg (green). Asterisks indicate ghost boutons; insets represent high magnificatio

(F) Diagram of the dfz2 genomic region with the null dfz2C1 allele and dfz2 defici

notypes and the Fz2 protein in muscles of select genotypes, be it endogenous (c

(G) Quantification of ghost boutons.

For all experiments, data = mean ± SEM with significance calculated by ANOV

***p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (insets).
aptic maturation defects are present in presenilin (the catalytic

subunit of g-secretase) mutations associated with AD patients.

These data not only highlight a previously unappreciated devel-

opmental role for g-secretase and its downstream mechanism

but address longstanding questions of how Fz2 promotes syn-

aptic maturation. Our work also indicates that defects in post-

synaptic development are present in AD models, suggesting

potentially shared mechanisms among genes linked to develop-

ment and degeneration.

RESULTS

Fz2 cleavage is required to promote normal synaptic
maturation
Synaptic boutons initially form by presynaptic membrane

budding (Zito et al., 1999) and subsequently mature via the

recruitment of and subsequent apposition by postsynaptic com-

ponents (Figure 1B) like Discs large/PSD-95 (Budnik et al., 1996),

glutamate receptors (Rasse et al., 2005; Schmid et al., 2008),

and cytoskeletal proteins (Blunk et al., 2014). Maturation failures

result in ‘‘ghost boutons’’ (Figure 1B), which are discrete synap-

tic endings where the presynaptic bouton persists but lacks

postsynaptic components (Ataman et al., 2006). Mutations that

perturb postsynaptic NMJ maturation increase ghost boutons

and impair cytoskeletal recruitment (Ataman et al., 2008; Harris

et al., 2016; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al., 2012).

Drosophila Fz2 promotes multiple aspects of presynaptic and

postsynaptic development (Mathew et al., 2005; Mosca and

Schwarz, 2010a), but how it promotes synaptic maturation is un-

clear. Loss of fz2 increases ghost boutons (Mosca and Schwarz,

2010a), indicating the receptor is required for normal maturation

(Figures 1C, 1D, and 1G). Moreover, Fz2-C nuclear entry is

required for normal postsynaptic development and gene expres-

sion (Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al., 2012). It is un-

clear if blocking Fz2 cleavage specifically impairs maturation.

To test if cleavage is required for normal postsynaptic develop-

ment, we used a molecular replacement approach (Figure 1F)

by expressing Fz2 transgenes (Mathew et al., 2005) that encode

the full-length receptor (FL-Fz2), a noncleavable receptor

(DKTLES), or the receptor C terminus (Fz2-C) only in the postsyn-

aptic muscles of fz2 mutants. FL-Fz2 or Fz2-C rescued the

developmental defect but DKTLES did not (Figures 1F and 1G),

indicating that the residues comprising the cleavage site are

required for Fz2-mediated synaptic maturation. However, the

KTLES sequence also binds Dsh, a canonical Wnt signaling pro-

tein (Axelrod et al., 1998) found at the developing postsynapse

(Miech et al., 2008). Thus, removing KTLES cannot, by itself,

distinguish between noncanonical Fz2 cleavage and canonical

Dsh-dependent function in development. To explicitly test
unded by postsynaptic discs large (green) and the cytoskeleton (blue). When

kness at all boutons.

le-expressing Dsh-DIX larvae (E) stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and

n (dashes).

ency. Schematic of Fz2 constructs used for experiments, highlighting the ge-

ontrol) or transgenic.

A followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. n R 6 larvae, 12 NMJs.
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canonical Fz2 signaling in maturation, we first examined if block-

ing downstream Wnt signals through Dsh would perturb post-

synaptic development by expressing dominant-negative Dsh in

muscles. Disrupting muscle Dsh did not affect ghost bouton

number (Figures 1E and 1G), suggesting Dsh is dispensable for

maturation. We next expressed ArmS10, an activated Armadillo,

in fz2 null mutant muscles to determine if activating canonical

Wg signaling downstreamof Dsh-suppressed fz2 synapticmatu-

ration defects. ArmS10 failed to suppress the increase in ghost

boutons in fz2 null mutants (Figure 1G), further suggesting that

canonical Wg signaling is dispensable for maturation. Thus, the

failed postsynaptic development seen when the KTLES site is

mutated (Figure 1G) is likely due to failed Fz2-C cleavage, high-

lighting a role in postsynaptic maturation.

An in vivo screen to identify proteases involved in
synaptic maturation
The Fz2 KTLES cleavage site is a glutamyl endopeptidase site

(Mathew et al., 2005) and is required for postsynaptic develop-

ment (Figure 1G). To identify proteases responsible for Fz2

cleavage, we performed a tissue-specific RNAi screen (Dietzl

et al., 2007) against candidates predicted by GO-term analysis

to have glutamyl endopeptidase activity (Figure 2A). We

reasoned muscle-specific RNAi would (1) target the appropriate

tissue as Fz2 is expressed in muscle and (2) positive hits would

phenocopy fz2mutants. As such, we stained larval NMJs for pre-

synaptic and postsynaptic markers (HRP and Dlg) and quantified

ghost boutons. We also quantified ‘‘footprint’’ boutons, which

occur when the presynaptic NMJ degenerates, leaving behind

postsynaptic Dlg (Eaton and Davis, 2005) and can denote synap-

tic destabilization, distinguishing developmental defects from

degeneration. On average, control larvae (expressing RNAi

against GFP) had 0.82 ± 0.12 ghost bouton at the muscle 6/7

NMJ (Figures 2B and 2C); a positive screen hit was denoted by

a statistically significant increase in ghost bouton number. We

quantified ghost and footprint boutons in 93 candidates

(Table S1) and controls (Figure 2B). In positive controls express-

ing RNAi against dfz2 or trol, which is required for NMJ Wnt

signaling (Kamimura et al., 2013), we observed 3-foldmore ghost

boutons (Figure 2E), indicating impaired postsynaptic matura-

tion. Only two other RNAi lines (Figures 2D and 2E) increased

ghost bouton number, those targeting presenilin and nicastrin.

Neither presenilin nor nicastrin RNAi influenced ‘‘footprint’’ bou-

tons (Figure 2B), suggesting impaired maturation but not desta-

bilization. Presenilin (Psn) and Nicastrin (Nct), along with Aph-1

and Pen-2, comprise g-secretase, a proteolytic holocomplex

whose function is linked to Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), a devas-

tating neurodegenerative disorder (De Strooper et al., 2012). Mu-

tations in PSEN1, the human psn homolog, are the most preva-

lent genetic cause of early-onset familial AD (Lanoiselée et al.,

2017). Our findings raised the possibility that g-secretase could

promote postsynaptic development and maturation via Fz2

cleavage.

Muscle g-secretase promotes postsynaptic maturation
and normal behavior
Wenext examinedwhether endogenous g-secretase localizes to

the NMJ. g-secretase comprises four independent subunits (Fig-

ure 3A); Psn (Figure 3B) and Nct (Figure 3D) staining overlapped
4 Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022
with HRP staining and Dlg staining, suggesting g-secretase lo-

calizes presynaptically and postsynaptically at the NMJ. Presyn-

aptic Psn is consistent with previous work (Knight et al., 2007)

and postsynaptic Psn with our screen results (Figure 2). Specific

Psn and Nct immunostaining at the synapse is absent in respec-

tive null mutants (Figures 3C and 3E), demonstrating antibody

specificity. We also found that muscle-driven, epitope-tagged

Psn and Nct can localize to the NMJ (Figures S1A–S1D) and ol-

factory neuron-driven, epitope-tagged Psn and Nct can localize

to central synapses (Figures S1E and S1F). These data indicate

that g-secretase subunits are synaptically localized and

comprise a postsynaptic pool at the NMJ.

To determine if loss of Psn and Nct impaired postsynaptic

development and maturation, we examined null psn and nctmu-

tants and quantified ghost bouton number (Figure 4A) and

a-spectrin staining intensity (Figure 4F). Each mutant displayed

a significant increase in ghost bouton number (Figures 4B–4E)

and markedly reduced a-spectrin (Figures 4G–4J), indicating

impaired postsynaptic maturation. This independently recapitu-

lated our screen results (Figure 2). We observed similar ghost

bouton and a-spectrin defects in both aph-1 and pen-2mutants,

demonstrating that loss of any g-secretase subunit phenocopies

each other (Figure S2). In all mutants (psn, nct, aph-1, and

pen-2), bouton number, muscle area, active zone and glutamate

receptor density, and synaptic protein levels remained un-

changed (Figure S3), suggesting maturation defects were not

secondary to general failures of development including synapse

formation, innervation, or axon guidance. To assess if the

observed defects in postsynaptic development were due to the

loss of the enzymatic function of g-secretase, we examined if

blocking g-secretase activity perturbed bouton maturation.

When wild-type flies were fed the g-secretase inhibitor

L685,458 (Liu et al., 2018), they showed 5-fold more ghost bou-

tons (Figures S4A–S4D). L685,458 did not enhance the psn

ghost bouton phenotype (Figures S4C and S4D), suggesting ab-

sent g-secretase activity underlies failed maturation.

Given that Psn and Nct are expressed presynaptically and

postsynaptically, we next sought to determine which pool pro-

moted effective postsynaptic maturation. Using tissue-specific

rescue of each mutant with epitope-tagged transgenes (Stemp-

fle et al., 2010), we found that presynaptic expression of

g-secretase in motoneurons of the respective mutant could

not rescue the postsynaptic development and maturation

defects (Figures 4E and 4J) nor could neuronal RNAi induce

defects (Figure 4J). Expression in postsynaptic muscles, how-

ever, completely suppressed the respective mutant defects

(Figures 4E and 4J). We also observed the same rescue of matu-

ration phenotypes with muscle expression of the respective

transgene in aph-1 and pen-2 mutants (Figures S2E and S2J),

indicating that all four g-secretase subunits are required post-

synaptically for proper synaptic development and maturation.

Genetic perturbations that impair synaptic maturation often

functionally impair synaptic plasticity and coordinated behavior

while maintaining largely normal basal physiology (Clement

et al., 2012; Hoy et al., 2013; Scharkowski et al., 2018; Wegener

et al., 2018). Consistently, psn null mutants have normal basal

NMJ physiology but impaired plasticity (Knight et al., 2007). To

test if known defects in plasticity were accompanied by altered

behavior and if such alterations were present in g-secretase



Figure 2. A tissue-specific RNAi screen identifies presenilin and nicastrin as required for normal postsynaptic development and maturation

(A) RNAi screen: UAS-RNAi candidates or controls were driven using DMef2-GAL4. Larvae were dissected and stained with Dlg and HRP antibodies. The

representative image shows Dlg and HRP at type Ib and Is boutons.

(B) Heat map of the number of ghost (top) or footprint (bottom) boutons in each RNAi line.

(C–E) Representative images of NMJ boutons stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and Dlg (green) in larvae expressing RNAi against GFP (C), psn (D), or nct

(E) in muscles. Asterisks indicate ghost boutons; insets represent high magnification (dashes).

For all experiments, the data represent mean number of events. Significance (Table S1) was calculated by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for multiple com-

parisons. For each RNAi, n R 5 larvae, 10 NMJs. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (insets).
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Figure 3. Presenilin and Nicastrin are expressed pre-

synaptically and postsynaptically at developing NMJs

(A) Schematic of g-secretase subunits (left) and structure

(right; Bai et al., 2015). Color coding in all figures denotes

mutants of each subunit: Presenilin (blue), Nicastrin (red),

Aph-1 (green), and Pen-2 (orange).

(B and C) Representative single confocal section of control

(B) or psn mutant (C) larvae stained with antibodies to Prese-

nilin (red), Dlg (green), and HRP (blue).

(D and E) Representative single confocal section of control

(D) or nctmutant (E) larvae stained with antibodies to Nicastrin

(red), Dlg (green), and HRP (blue).

Scale bars, 5 mm.
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mutants, we assayed larval crawling behavior via mutant analysis

and tissue-specific RNAi. Changes in coordinated larval crawling

behavior would be consistent with defects in postsynaptic devel-
6 Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022
opment and maturation. We used locomotion as-

says (Figures 4J–4O and S2J–S2O) to quantify dis-

tance traveled and peristaltic waves as measures

of motility along with the number of head sweeps

as a measure of scanning behavior (Kane et al.,

2013). In all cases, loss of any g-secretase compo-

nent reduced distance traveled (Figures 4K and

S2K) and peristalsis (Figures 4M and S2M), indi-

cating impaired locomotion. Intriguingly, loss of

any g-secretase component increased head

sweeps (Figures 4O and S2O), suggesting an

inability to engage the normal behavioral pattern.

All threemotilityphenotypeswere fully recapitulated

by muscle g-secretase RNAi, whereas neuronal

RNAi showed no phenotype or only mildly impaired

distance traveled (Figure 4L), likely due topresynap-

tic Psn (Knight et al., 2007). The data indicate loss of

postsynaptic g-secretase impairs larval behavior

and, with altered morphology, are consistent with

failed maturation.

g-secretase functions in the Fz2 nuclear
import pathway to promote cleavage
Our findings indicate roles for Fz2 cleavage and

muscle g-secretase in postsynaptic development,

maturation, and function. We next sought to learn if

Fz2 cleavage and muscle g-secretase were also

mechanistically connected, with the working

model that g-secretase activity enables Fz2 cleav-

age. However, given the role of g-secretase in

Notch signaling (Lathia et al., 2008), we first exam-

ined if perturbing Notch impaired postsynaptic

maturation. If g-secretase functioned via Notch,

we would expect loss of Notch to phenocopy

g-secretase. However, mutations in various

Notch genes did not increase ghost boutons

(Figures S4E–S4I). Thus, g-secretase does not

promote maturation via Notch.

To begin to connect g-secretase and Fz2, we

used transheterozygous and double mutant ana-

lyses to determine if fz2 and g-secretase interacted

genetically. Single psn, fz2, or nct heterozygotes
showed normal postsynaptic maturation (Figures 5A, 5B, and

5D). However, transheterozygous combinations of psn, nct,

and fz2 significantly increased ghost boutons (Figures 5C and



Figure 4. Loss of postsynaptic psn or nct impairs postsynaptic development and function

(A) Schematic of ghost bouton phenotype in maturation mutants. Normal boutons contain presynaptic HRP (magenta) and postsynaptic Dlg (green) while ghost

boutons lack Dlg.

(B–D) Representative images of control (B), psnmutant (C), and nctmutant (D) larvae stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and Dlg (green). Asterisks indicate

ghost boutons; insets represent high magnification (dashes).

(E) Quantification of ghost boutons. +N = nerve expression, +M = muscle expression.

(F) Schematic of the reduced spectrin phenotype in maturation mutants: all boutons show reduced spectrin thickness and intensity.

(G–I) Representative images of control (G), psn mutant (H), and nct mutant (I) larvae stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and a-spectrin (cyan).

(J) Quantification of a-spectrin fluorescence. +N = nerve expression, +M = muscle expression.

(K) Diagram of larval crawling assay to measure motility.

(L) Quantification of larval motility in mutant and RNAi genotypes.

(M) Diagram of larval peristaltic waves with arrows indicating direction of movement and lines on the larva denoting body wall segments.

(N) Quantification of peristaltic waves in mutant and RNAi genotypes.

(O) Diagram of the larval head sweep. Arrows and shading indicate directions of motion during the head sweep behavior.

(P) Quantification of head sweeps in mutant and RNAi genotypes.

For all experiments, data = mean ± SEM with significance calculated by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. For (A)–(J), n R 8 larvae, 16

NMJs; for (K)–(P), n R 24 larvae. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (insets).
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5D); this genetic interaction was specific, as transheterozygotes

between nct and ten-a (a gene that impairs postsynaptic devel-

opment independent of Fz2; Mosca et al., 2012) did not influence

ghost boutons (Figure 5D). Finally, aph-1 fz2 double mutants

phenocopied single aph-1 and fz2 mutants (compare

Figures 5D and S2E), further suggesting function in the same,

and not a parallel, genetic pathway.

Having observed genetic interactions between g-secretase

and Fz2, we next tested if they could function together physically

in a complex, consistent with a role promoting cleavage. We

examined the synaptic localization of Fz2, Psn, and Nct with
proximity ligation assays (PLAs) to determine if the proteins co-

localized within 40 nm (Söderberg et al., 2006). Epitope-tagged

Fz2 and Psn localize postsynaptically when expressed only in

muscles (Figure 5E) and show a positive PLA signal, suggesting

close proximity (Figures 5F and S5A). Importantly, we observed

no specific signal in controls (Figures S5B–S5D). We quantified

PLA puncta in all experiments (Figures S5A–S5D) and found a

10-fold increase over background in Fz2 / Psn coexpression

(Figure S5G), suggesting specific interaction. As the antibodies

to endogenous Psn, Nct, and Fz2 were raised in the same ani-

mal, we could not assess endogenous colocalization and PLA.
Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022 7



Figure 5. Psn and Nct interact with the Fz2 nuclear import pathway and enable Fz2-C cleavage

(A–C) Representative images of nct (A), dfz2 (B), and nct; dfz2 heterozygotes (C) stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and Dlg (green). Asterisks indicate

ghost boutons; insets represent high magnification (dashes).

(D) Quantification of ghost boutons in mutant and transheterozygous phenotypes.

(E) Representative images of larvae expressing Fz2-FLAG and Psn-Myc in postsynaptic muscles, stained for antibodies to FLAG (green), Myc (blue), and

HRP (red).

(F) Representative images of larvae expressing Fz2-FLAG and Psn-Myc in postsynaptic muscles, stained for antibodies to FLAG (green) and Myc (blue) and re-

acted with a proximity ligation assay (red).

(G and H) Single section images of larval muscle nuclei and stained with antibodies to Fz2-N (G, green) or Nct (H, blue), and Lamin C (red) to mark the nuclear

envelope.

(I) Representative images of larvae expressing Nct-Myc in muscle, stained with antibodies to Fz2-N (green), Myc (blue), and reacted with a proximity ligation

assay (red).

(J)Western blot analysis ofmuscle-expressed Fz2-FLAG cleavage in control, imp-b11mutant, psnmutant, and nctmutant larvae. Full-length Fz2 (**) and Fz2-C (*)

are denoted. Tubulin is used as a loading control.

(K) Graph of a-FLAG band intensity (Fz2-FL, Black; Fz2-C, gold) from experiments in (J).

(L) Quantification of a-tubulin band intensity from experiments in (J).

For all experiments, data =mean± SEMwith significance calculated by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test formultiple comparisons. For (A)–(D), nR 6 larvae, 12NMJs

per genotype; for (E)–(L), representative images and quantifications are from nR 3 experiments. ***p < 0.001. n.s. = not significant. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (insets).
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However, we performed analogous PLA experiments using

endogenous Psn with muscle-expressed Fz2-FLAG (Figure S5E)

and endogenous Fz2 with muscle-expressed Psn-Myc (Fig-

ure S5F). In all cases, we observed positive postsynaptic signal

significantly over background (Figures S5E–S5I), suggesting the

endogenous version of each protein localizes near its exoge-

nously expressed partner.

Endogenous Fz2 (Mathew et al., 2005) and Nct also localize to

the nuclear periphery (Figures 5G and 5H), where Fz2 cleavage

likely occurs (Kim et al., 2021; Mathew et al., 2005). We detected

positive PLA signal between Fz2 and Nct at the nuclear envelope

(Figure 5I), indicating proximity at the predicted Fz2 cleavage

location. We also saw similar nuclear colocalization using post-

synaptically expressed Fz2 and Psn (Figure S5J).
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Fz2 trafficking to the nucleus requires endocytosis (Mathew

et al., 2005) and endosomal trafficking (Kim et al., 2021) before

being cleaved and imported into the nucleus via Imp-b11 (Mosca

and Schwarz, 2010a). As we observed synaptic colocalization of

Psn and Fz2 (Figures 5E and S5G) at the nucleus (Figures 5G and

5H), we next asked if the two trafficked together. Consistent with

coincident trafficking, we observed Psn and Fz2 colocalization

with the early endosomemarker Rab5 (Figure S5K) near the syn-

apse (but not the nucleus) and with the late endosome marker

Rab7 (Figure S5L) near the nucleus (but not the synapse). Intrigu-

ingly, we observed nonsynaptic PLA signal (Figures S5E and

S5F) with Fz2 and Psn that may represent trafficking puncta.

Finally, Psn and Fz2 colocalized with Imp-b11 at postsynaptic

nuclei (Figure S5M). These results suggest that Psn (and thus,
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g-secretase) colocalizes with and traffics similarly to Fz2, consis-

tent with their interactions.

Both the genetic and proximity interactions between Fz2 and

g-secretase suggested their coordinated involvement. If g-sec-

retase is required for Fz2 cleavage, we hypothesized that loss

of g-secretase would (1) impair Fz2-C cleavage in a detectable

manner and (2) result in abrogated nuclear Fz2-C entry (Fig-

ure 1A), as Fz2-C cleavage is required for nuclear import

(Mathew et al., 2005). We first sought to determine where the

FNI pathway was perturbed using antibodies to Wg and to the

N-termini (Fz2-N) and C-termini (Fz2-C) of Fz2 (Mathew et al.,

2005). Wg expression (Figures S6A–S6D) and Fz2 expression,

trafficking, and endocytosis (Figures S6E–S6H) are all un-

changed by the loss of g-secretase, indicating no impairments

upstream of the nucleus. We next assayed nuclear Fz2-C stain-

ing, which is indicative of successful cleavage and import.

Although nuclear Fz2-C puncta are evident in control samples

(Figure S6I), loss of psn or nct abrogated nuclear Fz2-C staining

(Figures S6J and S6K). The loss of nuclear Fz2-C puncta was

suppressed by muscle, but not neuronal, expression of Psn or

Nct in the respective mutant background (Figure S6L), consis-

tent with postsynaptic g-secretase functioning in Fz2-C cleav-

age. To directly assess Fz2 cleavage, we expressed a C-termi-

nally FLAG-tagged Fz2 in muscles of control, psn, or nct

mutant larvae and examined the receptor via western blot of

larval body-wall lysates. In control samples (Figure 5J), we

observed both FLAG-tagged full-length (90 kDa) and Fz2-C

bands (12 kDa). The full-length bands were also present in psn

and nctmutants but cleaved Fz2-C was absent, indicating failed

cleavage (Figure 5J). Moreover, imp-b11 mutants, which block

Fz2-C nuclear entry (Figure 5J), showFz2-C cleavage (Figure 5J),

suggesting absent cleavage is not a byproduct of failed import.

We quantified Fz2-FL and Fz2-C band intensity and found that

Fz2-FL is unchanged across genotypes (Figures 5K and 5L),

whereas Fz2-C intensity is reduced by 88% in both psn and

nct mutants (Figure 5K). Fz2-C intensity is decreased by 47%

in the imp-b11 mutant (Figure 5K); this may be due to Fz2-C

destabilization in the absence of nuclear import. Taken together,

our data indicate that g-secretase is required for the cleavage

and subsequent nuclear import of Fz2.

Typically, direct g-secretase cleavage occurs in the plane of

the membrane after ectodomain shedding (G€uner and Lich-

tenthaler, 2020). As Fz2 is unlikely to undergo ectodomain shed-

ding (Kim et al., 2021; Mathew et al., 2005; Mosca and Schwarz,

2010a) and g-secretase cleaves diverse targets (G€uner and Lich-

tenthaler, 2020), we surmised that cleavage site proximity to the

membrane may influence cleavage, consistent with Fz2 as a

direct target of g-secretase. Using structural modeling, we con-

structed a model of Drosophila Fz2 (Figure S6M). The KTLES

cleavage site immediately follows the seventh transmembrane

(TM7) domain and presents hydrophobic side chains to the

membrane. This raises the possibility that although the cleavage

site is cytoplasmic, it may interact with and remain juxtaposed to

the membrane. This could allow the site to be recognized by

g-secretase (G€uner and Lichtenthaler, 2020; Xie et al., 2014).

As Fz2 cleavage is required for postsynaptic maturation, we

reasoned that increasing the distance between TM7 and

KTLES (although retaining the cleavage site) would impair Fz2

function, presumably by perturbing cleavage. To test this, we
built a transgenic Fz2 receptor with 5 alanine residues (Fz2 +

5A) inserted between TM7 and KTLES and expressed it in mus-

cles of fz2 mutants. Although postsynaptic full-length Fz2 res-

cues the ghost bouton increase in fz2 mutants (Figure 1), Fz2 +

5A failed to suppress the phenotype (Figures S6N–S6P). This in-

dicates that altering the membrane to cleavage site distance

blocks Fz2 from promoting maturation, consistent with Fz2 as

a direct cleavage target of g-secretase.

Restoring nuclear Fz2-C suppressesmaturation defects
in g-secretase mutants
Our data indicate roles for muscle g-secretase in postsynaptic

maturation and Fz2 cleavage (Figure 6A). However, g-secretase

has multiple cleavage targets (Wolfe, 2009), all of which would

be absent in a g-secretasemutant. Therefore, we tested whether

the causative event underlying failed maturation in g-secretase

mutants (Figure 6A0) was the absence of cleaved, nuclear Fz2-C

(Mathew et al., 2005; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al.,

2012). If so, we reasoned that restoring nuclear Fz2-C to g-secre-

tase mutant muscle nuclei (Figure 6A00) would restore normal

maturation. To do so, we expressed tagged Fz2-C (Kamimura

et al., 2013; Mathew et al., 2005; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a)

with a nuclear localization signal (myc-NLS-Fz2-C) in psn or nct

mutant muscles and assayed the morphological and behavioral

phenotypes that accompany impaired maturation. In all cases,

muscle Fz2-C expression suppressed the ghost bouton

(Figures 6B–6F and 6L), a-spectrin (Figures 6G–6K and 6M), and

behavioral alterations (Figures 6N–6P) in psn and nct mutants. A

similarly targeted GFP transgene did not suppress the defects

(Figures 6C, 6E, 6H, 6J, 6L–6P), demonstrating the specificity of

Fz2-C. These data indicate that the major relevant event underly-

ing the postsynaptic maturation phenotypes associated with

g-secretase loss is the absence of cleaved, nuclear Fz2-C.

g-secretase perturbation affects Drosophila central
synapse development
We next asked if the role of g-secretase in synaptic development

and maturation was conserved at central synapses and evolu-

tionarily across species. To examine this in the Drosophila brain,

we expressed g-secretase RNAi in olfactory receptor neurons

(ORNs) and quantified active zone number in the antennal lobe

(Mosca and Luo, 2014). In the antennal lobe, mature synaptic or-

ganization is not marked by ghost boutons but by the establish-

ment of a stable active zone number by 10 days posteclosion

(Mosca and Luo, 2014; Mosca et al., 2017). We quantified

ORN active zones using Brp-Short and neurite volume via

mCD8-GFP (Mosca and Luo, 2014) and observed 17%–23%

fewer Brp-Short puncta with psn, nct, or aph-1 RNAi

(Figures S7A–S7D, S7I, and S7K). Neurite volume was unaf-

fected (Figures S7E–S7H, S7J, and S7L), suggesting that ORN

wiring was unimpaired, and the active zone defect specific.

These data suggest that at fly central synapses, g-secretase

also establishes mature synaptic organization, consistent with

conservation from NMJs.

y-secretase activity promotes dendritic spine
maturation in mammalian neurons
Mammalian g-secretase promotes dendritic spine development,

neuroprotection, and cell contact (Barthet et al., 2013; Fazzari
Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022 9



Figure 6. Restoration of nuclear Fz2-C suppresses the developmental phenotypes of psn and nct mutants

(A) Hypothesis: normal development accompanies Fz2-C cleavage and nuclear entry (A); development is impaired when Fz2-C nuclear entry is prevented due to

loss of g-secretase activity (A0 ); if precleaved Fz2-C is expressed in muscles, it should bypass the need for g-secretase and restore normal development (A00).
(B–F) Representative images of control larvae (B), psn mutant larvae expressing NLS-GFP (C) or NLS-Fz2-C (D) in muscles, and nct mutant larvae expressing

NLS-GFP (E) or NLS-Fz2-C (F) in muscles and stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and Dlg (green). Asterisks indicate ghost boutons; insets represent high

magnification (dashes).

(G–K) Representative images of control larvae (G), psn mutant larvae with NLS-GFP (H) or NLS-Fz2-C (I) in muscles, and nct mutant larvae with NLS-GFP (J) or

NLS-Fz2-C (K) in muscles and stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and a-spectrin (cyan).

(L) Quantification of ghost boutons.

(M) Quantification of a-spectrin fluorescence.

(N–P) Quantification of lines crossed (N), peristaltic waves (O), and head sweeps (P).

For all experiments, data = mean ± SEM with significance calculated by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. For (B)–(M), nR 8 larvae, 16

NMJs; for (N)–(P), n R 36 larvae. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. = not significant. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (insets).
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et al., 2014; Georgakopoulos et al., 1999, 2006; Inoue et al.,

2009). We next used rat cortical neurons to determine if g-secre-

tase similarly promoted dendritic spine morphogenesis from

filopodia tomushroom-headed spines, a process linked tomatu-

ration (Rochefort and Konnerth, 2012). To perturb g-secretase in

cortical neurons, we again used L685,458 (Figures S4A–S4D) to

block y-secretase activity; we cultured rat cortical neurons in the

presence or absence of L685,458 and assayed dendritic spine

density and subtype after 21 days in vitro. L685,458 application
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modestly reduced spine density (Figures S7M–S7Q) but signifi-

cantly altered spine subtype. In control and drug-treated sam-

ples, we observed three spine classes: stubby, thin filopodia,

and mushroom-headed. In L685,458-treated samples, there

were significantly fewer mature mushroom-headed spines with

a concomitant increase in thin filopodia (Figure S7R), suggesting

impaired maturation. Thus, our findings suggest that perturbing

g-secretase activity impairs dendritic and synaptic development

at vertebrate central synapses.



Figure 7. PS1mutations associated with early-onset Alzheimer’s disease (EOAD) display defects in postsynaptic development and matura-

tion and are suppressed by restoring nuclear Fz2-C

(A) Local sequence alignment of human PS1 (Hsap) andDrosophila Psn (Dmel). Conserved residues are in red. Human EOADmutations (green) are shownwith the

corresponding Drosophila mutation (blue).

(B–F) Representative images of genotypes stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and Dlg (green). Asterisks indicate ghost boutons; insets represent high

magnification (dashes).

(G–K) Representative images of psn EOAD alleles stained with antibodies to HRP (magenta) and a-spectrin (cyan).

(L) Quantification of ghost boutons.

(M) Quantification of a-spectrin fluorescence.

(N–P) Quantification of lines crossed (N), peristaltic waves (O), and head sweeps (P).

For all experiments, data = mean ± SEM with significance calculated by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. In all, nR 8 larvae, 16 NMJs.

***p < 0.001. Scale bars, 10 mm, 5 mm (inserts).
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Patient presenilin mutations associated with
Alzheimer’s disease produce postsynaptic maturation
defects
Missense mutations in presenilin underlie early-onset familial AD

(Rogaev et al., 1995; Sherrington et al., 1995). Our discovery of a

role for psn in promoting postsynaptic development andmatura-

tion motivated a translational question: do human PSEN1 muta-

tions linked to AD (De Strooper et al., 2012) also influence

postsynaptic maturation? To address this question without over-

expression models of disease-causing psn alleles, we used
CRISPR-Cas9 editing (Bier et al., 2018) to make Drosophila lines

with mutations in the endogenous psn locus that are equivalent

to known human mutations linked to early-onset AD (EOAD).

We compared human PSEN1 and Drosophila psn and found

that 27 of 36 mutations found in EOAD families (Lanoiselée

et al., 2017) were in conserved residues.We focused on two spe-

cific mutations with distinct pathology and early age of onset:

H163R and G206D (Lanoiselée et al., 2017); these residues

correspond to H185 and G228 (Figure 7A), respectively, in fly

psn. We made two transgenic lines containing the H185R or
Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022 11
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the G228D mutation in psn and examined synaptic maturation

and behavior. Both psnH185R and psnG228D mutants displayed

a 4- to 5-fold increase in ghost boutons (Figures 7B, 7C, 7E,

and 7I) and markedly reduced a-spectrin (Figures 7G, 7H, 7J,

and 7M), indicating impaired maturation. Both alleles also

showed impaired behavior coordination (Figures 7N and 7P),

as evidenced by reduced motility, peristalsis, and increased

head sweeps. Both mutants were phenotypically indistinguish-

able from null psn alleles, suggesting loss of function. To deter-

mine if the observed defects were the result of failed nuclear

Fz2-C import / cleavage (as with psn and nct) and could thus

be suppressed by restoring nuclear Fz2-C, we expressed myc-

NLS-Fz2-C in psnH185R and psnG228D mutant muscles and as-

sayed ghost boutons, a-spectrin, larval motility, peristalsis, and

head sweeping. Muscle-specific Fz2-C expression suppressed

all defects in psnH185R and psnG228D mutants (Figures 7D, 7F,

7I, and 7K–7P). This indicates that the postsynaptic maturation

defects associated with EOAD-linked psn alleles are due to the

loss of nuclear Fz2-C, and there is phenotypic and mechanistic

overlap between null mutations in, and EOAD-linked alleles of,

psn. As such, understanding the molecules that promote neuro-

development (here, Psn) may offer insight into how the samema-

chinery influences neurodegeneration.

DISCUSSION

Postsynaptic development and maturation enable the essential

transition from nascent, unreliable synapse to robust connection

capable of high-fidelity neurotransmission. InDrosophila, theWg

ligand promotes neurodevelopment by activating postsynaptic

Fz2 receptors, but the precise downstream events utilized by

Fz2 to influence events like synaptic maturation remained

controversial and unclear. Here, we find an unexpected develop-

mental role for postsynaptic g-secretase in enabling Fz2-medi-

ated postsynaptic development via receptor cleavage. This

role is also perturbed by AD patient-derived PSEN1 alleles in

Drosophila, suggesting a link between AD and Wnts. These

data first solve longstanding mysteries as to the significance

of, and factors required for, Fz2 cleavage in postsynaptic matu-

ration. Second, it suggests that proteolytic receptor cleavage

may be a shared mechanism between developmental and

degenerative processes, raising the possibility of a prior unap-

preciated neurodevelopmental component to AD.

Postsynaptic Frizzled2, y-secretase, and NMJ synapse
maturation in Drosophila

In the last 20 years, work at the Drosophila NMJ revealed the

importance of Wnts in regulating synaptic function and develop-

ment through Fz2 and multiple downstream pathways (Chou

et al., 2020; Harris and Littleton, 2015). The roles of each down-

stream pathway, however, remained unclear. In postsynaptic

muscles, Fz2 signals via a FNI pathway resulting in nuclear

import of cleaved Fz2 receptor (Mathew et al., 2005; Mosca

and Schwarz, 2010a; Speese et al., 2012). Threemajor questions

about FNI remained unanswered: (1) what is its physiological sig-

nificance, (2) how does the Fz2 cleavage site lend to its physio-

logical role, and (3) what protease is necessary for Fz2 cleavage

to promotes this physiological role? Our work addresses each

question, highlighting a role for FNI in postsynaptic develop-
12 Developmental Cell 57, 1–18, July 11, 2022
ment, the function of the cleavage site in synaptic maturation,

and identifying g-secretase as being required for Fz2 cleavage.

First, we show that postsynaptic Fz2 cleavage (and not canon-

ical Wnt signaling) specifically promotes postsynaptic matura-

tion (Figure 1). This does not preclude a postsynaptic Fz2 func-

tion in presynaptic growth and active zone establishment

(Budnik and Salinas, 2011). Instead, postsynaptic Fz2 may pro-

mote growth via canonical pathways (Miech et al., 2008); this will

be an important area for future study. Second, our identification

of g-secretase in promoting Fz2 cleavage (Figure 5) is critical to

understand downstream Fz2 pathways and begins to answer

longstanding questions in synaptic neurodevelopment and post-

synaptic maturation. As the developmental defects in g-secre-

tase mutants are suppressed by activating the postsynaptic

FNI pathway, this indicates that the relevant cleavage target in

maturation is Fz2. As maturation defects underlie neurodevelop-

mental disorders (Zoghbi and Bear, 2012), further understanding

the relevant machinery that promotes maturation can inform our

grasp of neurodevelopment disease progression.

A conserved role for g-secretase in synaptic
development and maturation
Maturation of Drosophila central (Figure S7) and NMJ (Figures 4

and S2) synapses and mammalian dendritic spines (Figure S7)

all require g-secretase. g-secretase promotes axon guidance

and early synaptic development (Barão et al., 2015; Inoue et al.,

2009; Javier-Torrent et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018; Neuhaus-Follini

andBashaw,2015;Peixotoetal., 2012;Sachseetal., 2019;Suzuki

et al., 2012), but its role in synaptic maturation is largely unknown.

Ourdatasuggestg-secretase-dependentcleavageand transloca-

tionof signalingproteinsmaybea fundamental feature ofpostsyn-

aptic development (Liu et al., 2018; Nagappan-Chettiar et al.,

2017; Toth et al., 2013). Indeed, blocking Presenilin::Syt I interac-

tionmodestly reducesspinedensityandmaturespines (Zoltowska

et al., 2017). This is consistent with our data, although the more

general blockade of g-secretase function has a larger effect on

spinematuration. Themechanism remains unclear asg-secretase

modulates multiple downstream pathways, including Wnts (Bar-

thet et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014; Tabuchi et al., 2009; Zhang

et al., 2009; Zoltowska et al., 2017). More work will be needed to

determine if Wnt signaling is conserved in downstream signaling

for synaptic maturation across evolution. In vertebrates, Fz5 and

Fz8 are homologous to Drosophila Fz2 and contain the same

consensus cleavage site (Mathew et al., 2005). Fz8 is expressed

in the nervous system (Gong et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Rawal

et al., 2006), but its neuronal function and cleavage status remain

unknown. Intriguingly, recent work showed that Fz5 can be

cleaved in motor neuron-like NSC-34 cells (Kim et al., 2021). As

Fz5 promotes activity-dependent synaptogenesis (Sahores

et al., 2010) and neuronal survival (Liu et al., 2008), these data raise

a tantalizing prospect that the g-secretase / Wnt / Fz pathway is

conserved in mammalian synaptic development.

Shared elements of postsynaptic development and
neurodegenerative disease
Identifying a role for g-secretase and its mechanistic basis in

neurodevelopment offers insight into the potential function of

g-secretase in disease. PSEN1 mutations are the most widely

known genetic cause of EOAD (Lanoiselée et al., 2017), but we
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lack thorough understanding of this genetic link. Our data indi-

cate that neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative mecha-

nisms may be united by a shared requirement for g-secretase-

dependent receptor processing. In AD, this adds a layer of

connection between neurodevelopment and neurodegeneration

via synapse-to-nucleus communication. In our model (Figure 6),

g-secretase cleavage enables Fz2-C generation and transition

from synapse to nucleus (Mathew et al., 2005; Speese et al.,

2012). In AD, the synapse-to-nucleus signals AIDA-1, ATF4,

and CRTC1 (that are protein partners of cleaved receptor prod-

ucts) are also altered (Marcello et al., 2018) and blocking the syn-

apse-to-nucleus translocation of Jacob, a protein that couples

activity to CREB signaling, suppresses pathogenic Ab-induced

impairments (Gomes et al., 2014; Rönicke et al., 2011). We

observed neurodevelopmental defects in EOADmutations indis-

tinguishable from loss-of-function mutants that could be sup-

pressed by restoring nuclear Fz2-C (Figure 7). It will be important

for future study to determine the intersection of proteolytic

processing, synapse-to-nucleus signaling, and Wnts on AD

(Tapia-Rojas and Inestrosa, 2018). Our data raise a tantalizing

possibility of connecting AD to a previously unappreciated neu-

rodevelopmental process, which can potentially provide earlier

hallmarks to assess disease progression and inform therapeutic

strategies to ameliorate disease states.

A prevailing mystery surrounding neurodegenerative diseases

involves its onset. Although patients carry gene mutations all

their lives, why do these disorders manifest later in life? A further

challenge is to identify the earliest changes resulting from neuro-

degenerative disease gene mutations to better understand if

symptoms are causative or correlative. The presence of synaptic

maturation defects presents a hypothesis: if neurodegenerative

disease risk genes are involved in synaptic maturation, the first

reflection of mutations in those genes may be immature synap-

ses that still function but lack the longevity of mature synapses.

In advanced age, synapses constructed incorrectly during

development may be the first to fail, leading to degeneration.

AD models show reductions in postsynaptic proteins that pre-

cede neurodegeneration (Lleó et al., 2019). Further, growing

evidence suggests that neurodegenerative diseases have syn-

aptopathic origins (Taoufik et al., 2018) and early developmental

defects (Huntley and Benson, 2020). It is further intriguing that

molecules which influence synaptogenesis, like Ephs, are modi-

fied by g-secretase (Sheffler-Collins andDalva, 2012), potentially

underlying further connection. Postsynaptic development and

maturation may provide a unique angle to consider neurodegen-

eration, leading to earlier detection. With g-secretase, matura-

tion defects are suppressed by activating the downstream

pathway (Figures 6 and 7); our data suggests analogous ap-

proaches may have clinical relevance. Whether synaptic NMJ

phenotypes indicate a preclinical phenotype in disease models

is an open question but examining postsynaptic maturation pro-

vides an opportunity to study shared mechanisms of neurode-

generative diseases, inform strategies to combat disease, and

better understand neurodevelopment.

Limitations of the study: Fz2 receptors as g-secretase
cleavage substrates
Our data indicates that g-secretase activity is required for Fz2

cleavage. First, g-secretase and Fz2 localize close enough for
interaction (Figures 5 and S5). Second, Fz2 and g-secretase co-

localize in the same subcellular compartments and traffic simi-

larly (Figure S5). Third, our structural model predicts that the

cleavage site embeds in the membrane (Figure S6), keeping it

within the ‘‘lid’’ distance (Xie et al., 2014) to be recognized as a

cleavage site. Moving the cleavage site so it no longer abuts

the membrane prevents the cleavage-dependent functions of

Fz2 (Figure S6). The most parsimonious interpretation supports

Fz2 cleavage by g-secretase. However, it is important to note

that the data do not conclusively imply a direct cleavage event.

Fz2 is not a canonical g-secretase substrate for several reasons.

First, g-secretase typically cleaves single pass transmembrane

proteins (G€uner and Lichtenthaler, 2020); Fz2 is a 7-pass trans-

membrane domain atypical G-protein coupled receptor

(GPCR). This is not a requisite, however, asmultipass transmem-

brane proteins like neuregulin-1 can be cleaved by g-secretase

(Fleck et al., 2016). Second, g-secretase typically cleaves in a

processive fashion: the substrate ectodomain is first shed via

an ADAM ( a disintegrin and metallprotease) enzyme or b-secre-

tase (Wolfe, 2009), after which g-secretase cleavage releases

the substrate intracellular domain. There is no evidence that

Fz2 undergoes ectodomain shedding (Kim et al., 2021; Mathew

et al., 2005) and the receptor lacks consensus N-terminal cleav-

age sites. Third, g-secretase typically cleaves in the plane of the

membrane (Li et al., 2016). The Fz2 cleavage site is cytosolic,

although predicted to juxtapose the membrane (Figure S6).

Recent years, however, identified noncanonical substrates that

serve as exceptions to this rule (G€uner and Lichtenthaler, 2020).

Our data suggest that GPCRs may be atypical g-secretase

cleavage targets. This broadens the potential repertoire of g-sec-

retase, underscoring its importance in diverse processes. Howev-

er,wecannot rule out alternate interpretationswhere Fz2 cleavage

requires ectodomain shedding or occurs via successive events

(Fleck et al., 2016). In the latter, Fz2 would still be a direct target

of g-secretase that follows a preceding event. Also, g-secretase

may cleave a secondary target that allows Fz2 to be cleaved. In

all cases, the activity of g-secretase is still required for Fz2 cleav-

age. Future study in a cell-free system (Bai et al., 2015; Stempfle

et al., 2010) will be required for formal proof. Regardless, the com-

plete suppression of the g-secretase developmental phenotypes

by nuclear Fz2-C expression (Figures 6 and 7) indicates the most

relevant cellular substrate inpromotingpostsynapticdevelopment

and maturation via g-secretase is cleaved Fz2-C.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

mouse anti-Dlg Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# 4F3 anti-discs large;

RRID: AB_528203

rabbit anti-Presenilin Goate Lab; (Nowotny et al., 2000) N/A

rabbit anti-Nicastrin This study N/A

rabbit anti-Dlg Budnik Lab; (Koh et al., 1999) RRID: AB_2568354

mouse anti-myc Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# 9E 10; RRID: AB_2266850

rabbit anti-myc Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# PA5-85185; RRID: AB_2792331

mouse anti-a-spectrin Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# 3A9 (323 or M10-2); RRID:

AB_528473

mouse anti-Brp Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# nc82; RRID: AB_2314866

rabbit anti-GluRIIC DiAntonio Lab; (Marrus et al., 2004) RRID: AB_2568754

rabbit anti-Syt I Reist Lab; (Mackler et al., 2002) N/A

mouse anti-CSP Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# DCSP-2 (6D6); RRID: AB_528183

rabbit anti-dsRed TaKaRa Bio Cat# 632496; RRID: AB_10013483

chicken anti-GFP Aves Labs Cat# GFP-1020; RRID: AB_10000240

rat anti-N-Cadherin Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# DN-Ex #8; RRID: AB_528121

rabbit anti Fz2-N Budnik Lab; (Reichsman et al., 1996) N/A

rabbit anti Fz2-C Budnik Lab; (Reichsman et al., 1996) N/A

mouse anti Lamin C Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# lc28.26; RRID: AB_528339

mouse anti-FLAG M2 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# F1804; RRID: AB_262044

rabbit anti-FLAG Sigma-Aldrich Cat# F7425; RRID: AB_439687

rabbit anti-Wingless Budnik Lab; (Packard et al., 2002) N/A

rabbit anti-Rab5 abCam Cat# ab31261; RRID: AB_882240

mouse anti-Rab7 Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Cat# Rab7; RRID: AB_2722471

rabbit anti-Importin-b11 Schwarz Lab (Higashi-Kovtun et al., 2010) N/A

Alexa Fluor 488-AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Mouse IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 715-545-151; RRID: AB_2341099

Donkey Anti-Chicken IgY Antibody (FITC) Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 703-095-155; RRID: AB_2340356

Alexa Fluor 488-AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Rat IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 712-545-153; RRID: AB_2340684

Alexa Fluor 488-AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Rabbit IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 711-545-152; RRID: AB_2313584

Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Mouse IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 715-605-151; RRID: AB_2340863

Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Chicken IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 103-605-155; RRID: AB_2337392

Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Rat IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 712-605-153; RRID: AB_2340694

Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Donkey

Anti-Rabbit IgG

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 711-605-152; RRID: AB_2492288

Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Mouse IgG Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11004; RRID: AB_2534072

Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11011; RRID: AB_143157

Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Rat IgG Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11077; RRID: AB_2534121

Alexa Fluor 568 Goat Anti-Chicken IgG Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11041; RRID: AB_2534098

FITC AffiniPure Goat Anti-Horseradish

Peroxidase

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 123-095-021; RRID: AB_2314647
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Cy3 AffiniPure Goat Anti-Horseradish

Peroxidase

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 123-165-021; RRID: AB_2338959

Alexa Fluor 647 AffiniPure Goat

Anti-Horseradish

Peroxidase

Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 123-605-021; RRID: AB_2338967

Alexa Fluor 546 Phalloidin Sigma Aldrich Cat# A-22283; RRID: AB_2632953

mouse anti-a-tubulin DM1a Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T9026; RRID: AB_477593

Peroxidase AffiniPure Donkey Anti-Mouse IgG Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs Cat# 715-035-151; RRID: AB_2340771

Experimental models: Organisms / strains

psn143 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Mahoney et al., 2006)

Cat# 8297; RRID: BDSC_8297

psnC4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Lukinova et al., 1999; Ye et al., 1999)

Cat# 63238; RRID: BDSC_63238

psnI2 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Lukinova et al., 1999; Ye et al., 1999)

Cat# 5463; RRID: BDSC_5463

nctA7 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Hu et al., 2002)

Cat# 41781; RRID: BDSC_41781

nctE3 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Hu et al., 2002)

Cat# 63241; RRID: BDSC_63241

nctJ2 Fortini Lab; (Hu et al., 2002) N/A

aph-1D35 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Hu and Fortini, 2003)

Cat# 63242; RRID: BDSC_63242

Df(2L)Exel6277 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Artavanis-Tsakonas, 2004)

Cat# 7744; RRID: BDSC_7744

pen-2MI02639 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Venken et al., 2011b)

Cat# 36019; RRID: BDSC_36019

dfz2C1 Mosca Lab; (Chen and Struhl, 1999) N/A

Df(3L)ED4782 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Mathew et al., 2005)

Cat# 8082; RRID: BDSC_8082

applD Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Luo et al., 1992)

Cat# 43632; RRID: BDSC_43632

Nts1 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1975)

Cat# 2533; RRID: BDSC_2533

imp-b1170 Mosca Lab; (Higashi-Kovtun et al., 2010) N/A

msk5 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Lorenzen et al., 2001)

Cat# 23879; RRID: BDSC_23879

Df(2R)Dm22 Mosca Lab; (Boll and Noll, 2002; Higashi-

Kovtun et al., 2010)

N/A

Df(X)ten-a Mosca Lab; (Mosca et al., 2012) N/A

UAS-Fz2-FLAG Mosca Lab; (Piddini et al., 2005) N/A

UAS-Psn-Nmyc Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Stempfle et al., 2010)

Cat# 63209; RRID: BDSC_63209

UAS-Nct-2myc Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Stempfle et al., 2010)

Cat# 63215; RRID: BDSC_63215

UAS-Aph1-V5 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Stempfle et al., 2010)

Cat# 63216; RRID: BDSC_63216

UAS-Pen2-flag Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Stempfle et al., 2010)

Cat# 64067; RRID: BDSC_64067

UAS-Fz2-FL Budnik Lab; (Mathew et al., 2005) N/A

UAS-Fz2-DKTLES Budnik Lab; (Mathew et al., 2005) N/A

UAS-myc-NLS-Fz2-C Budnik Lab; (Mathew et al., 2005) N/A

UAS-NLS-GFP Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Allan et al., 2003)

Cat# 4775; RRID: BDSC_4775
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UAS-DshDIX Axelrod Lab; (Axelrod et al., 1998) N/A

UAS-ArmS10 Yashi Ahmed; (Pai et al., 1997) N/A

UAS-kuz-DN Mosca Lab; (Pan and Rubin, 1997) Cat# 6578; RRID: BDSC_6578

UAS-psn-IR-43082 Vienna Drosophila Resource Center;

(Dietzl et al., 2007)

FlyBase Cat# FBst0464909; RRID:

FlyBase_FBst0464909

UAS-aph-1-IR-16820 Vienna Drosophila Resource Center;

(Dietzl et al., 2007)

FlyBase Cat# FBst0452426; RRID:

FlyBase_FBst0452426

UAS-mam-IR-102091 Vienna Drosophila Resource Center;

(Dietzl et al., 2007)

FlyBase Cat# FBst0468065; RRID:

FlyBase_FBst0468065

UAS-nct-IR-JF02648 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Hu et al., 2017)

Cat# 27498; RRID: BDSC_27498

UAS-pen-2-IR-JF02608 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Hu et al., 2017)

Cat# 27298; RRID:BDSC_27298

elavC155-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Lin and Goodman, 1994)

Cat# 458; RRID: BDSC_458

elav-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Luo et al., 1994)

Cat# 8760; RRID: BDSC_8760

DMef2-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Lilly et al., 1995)

Cat# 27390; RRID: BDSC_27390

Or67d-GAL4 Mosca Lab; (Kurtovic et al., 2007) N/A

Or47b-GAL4 Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center;

(Vosshall et al., 2000)

Cat# 9984; RRID: BDSC_9984

pebbled-GAL4 Mosca Lab; (Sweeney et al., 2007) N/A

psnH185R This study N/A

psnG228D This study N/A

UAS-HA-Fz2-FLAG This study N/A

UAS-Fz2+AAAAA This study N/A

Chemicals

L-685,458 Tocris Bioscience Cat# 2627

Papain Worthington Biochemical Corporation Cat# LS003124

Hanks Balanced Salt Solution Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 55037C-1000ML

Trypsin Inhibitor Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 10109886001

Neurobasal� Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 21103049

B-27� Plus Supplement Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A3582801

L-Glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 21051024

Penicillin-Streptomycin Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15140122

Lipofectamine� 2000 Transfection Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11668019

Commercial assays/kits

SuperSignal� West Femto Maximum

Sensitivity Substrate

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 34095

DuoLink Mouse Rabbit in situ PLA Kit Sigma-Aldrich Cat# DUO92101

Cell lines

Primary rat cortical neurons Charles River N/A

Recombinant DNA/plasmids

pBS-LD10629 Drosophila Genomic Resource Center Cat# 5162

pUAST-W-tFHAH-attB Mosca Lab; (Mosca et al., 2012) N/A

pBS-FZ2.FLAG This study N/A

pENTR-D-TOPO Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# K242020

pENTR-FLAG#5.ORF This study N/A

pENTR-HA-FZ2-FLAG This study N/A
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pUAST-Gateway-attB Mosca Lab; (Tea et al., 2010) N/A

pUAST-Fz2+AAAAA-attB This study N/A

pUAST-HA-FZ2-FLAG This study N/A

Software

ZEN 2.3 software Carl Zeiss ZEN Digital Imaging for Light Microscopy,

RRID:SCR_013672

Adobe Photoshop Adobe Systems Adobe Photoshop, RRID:SCR_014199

Adobe Illustrator Adobe Systems Adobe Illustrator, RRID:SCR_010279

ImageJ NIH ImageJ, RRID:SCR_003070

Imaris Oxford Instruments Imaris, RRID:SCR_007370

Prism GraphPad Software, Inc GraphPad Prism, RRID:SCR_002798

SnapGene SnapGene SnapGene, RRID:SCR_015052
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Requests for any resources or reagents should be addressed to the lead contact, Timothy J. Mosca (timothy.mosca@jefferson.edu).

Materials availability
All plasmids, transgenic flies, antibodies, and custom reagents created for this study are available upon request to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
d Original data including image files, Western blots, or data tables are available from the lead contact on reasonable request.

d No new code was created for this study.

d Any additional information required to repeat the experiments or reanalyze the data is available from the lead contact on

reasonable request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Drosophila stocks and transgenic strains
All control genotypes, mutant combinations, transgenic lines, manipulations, and crosses were maintained on cornmeal medium

(Archon Scientific, Durham, NC) at 25�C and 60% relative humidity with a 12/12 light/dark cycle in specialized incubators (Darwin

Chambers, St. Louis, MO). NTS mutants were raised as described (De Bivort et al., 2009). All genetic components (mutant alleles,

transgenes, drivers, etc.) were maintained over larvally selectable balancer chromosomes to enable facile identification at the appro-

priate life stage. The following mutant alleles were used: psn143 (Mahoney et al., 2006), psnC4, psnI2 (Lukinova et al., 1999; Ye et al.,

1999), nctA7, nctE3, nctJ2 (Hu et al., 2002), aph-1D35 (Hu and Fortini, 2003), Df(2L)Exel6277 (as aph-1Df) (Artavanis-Tsakonas, 2004),

pen-2MI02639 (Venken et al., 2011b), dfz2C1 (Chen and Struhl, 1999), Df(3L)ED4782 (as dfz2Df) (Mathew et al., 2005), applD (Luo et al.,

1992), Nts1 (De Bivort et al., 2009; Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1975), msk5 (Lorenzen et al., 2001), imp-b1170 (Higashi-Kovtun et al.,

2010), Df(2R)Dm22 (as imp-b11Df) (Boll andNoll, 2002; Higashi-Kovtun et al., 2010),Df(X)ten-a (Mosca et al., 2012). The followingUAS

transgenes were used: UAS-Fz2-FLAG (Piddini et al., 2005), UAS-Psn-Nmyc, UAS-Nct-2myc, UAS-Aph1-V5, UAS-Pen2-2flag

(Stempfle et al., 2010), UAS-Fz2-FL, UAS-Fz2-DKTLES, UAS-myc-NLS-Fz2-C (Mathew et al., 2005), UAS-ArmS10 (Pai et al.,

1997), UAS-NLS-GFP (Allan et al., 2003), UAS-Dsh-DIX (Axelrod et al., 1998), UAS-kuz-DN (Pan and Rubin, 1997), UAS-psn-IR-

43082, UAS-aph-1-IR-16820, UAS-mam-IR-102091 (Dietzl et al., 2007), UAS-nct-IR-JF02648, UAS-pen-2-IR-JF02608 (Hu et al.,

2017). The following GAL4 driver lines were used to achieve tissue-specific expression: elavC155-GAL4 (Lin and Goodman, 1994)

or elav-GAL4 (Luo et al., 1994) (pan-neuronal expression),DMef2-GAL4 (Lilly et al., 1995) (pan-muscle expression)Or67d-GAL4 (Kur-

tovic et al., 2007) (DA1ORN expression),Or47b-GAL4 (Vosshall et al., 2000) (VA1lv ORN expression), pebbled-GAL4 (Sweeney et al.,

2007) (pan-ORN expression). Specific genotypes are denoted in Table S2.

Construction of psnH185R and psnG228D

The sequences of human Presenilin1 (PSEN1) and Drosophila Presenilin (Psn) were aligned using SnapGene software (Insightful Sci-

ence, San Diego, CA) and the equivalent residues from known patient mutations (Lanoiselée et al., 2017) identified. Psn H185R was

selected as theDrosophila equivalent to H163R andG228D as theDrosophila equivalent to human PSEN1G206D.We usedCRISPR/

Cas9 editing (Gratz et al., 2015) with WellGenetics, Inc. (Taipei City, Taiwan) to make a custom-designed gRNA and accompanying
e4 Developmental Cell 57, 1–18.e1–e7, July 11, 2022
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construct to introduce the specific mutation. Four lines were obtained for each allele and sequenced to confirm the presence of the

change. One line bearing the mutation was stabilized over a third chromosome balancer and used for further experiments.

Cloning of Fz2 constructs and transgenic line production
The HA- and FLAG-tagged Fz2 construct has a 3X HA tag inserted at amino acid position 220 (between the cysteine rich domain and

the transmembrane domain) and a C-terminal 3X-FLAG tag. Previous work suggested those locations did not interfere with normal

protein function (Boutros et al., 2000; Piddini et al., 2005). These were inserted into sequence amplified from a full length BDGP-Gold

Fz2 cDNA clone (LD10629 in pBluescript) from the Drosophila Genomics Resource Center (DGRC, supported by NIH grant

2P40OD010949). All PCR amplification steps used the high fidelity Q5 Polymerase (New England Biolabs) and primers from Inte-

grated DNA Technology (Coralville, IA). The FLAG tag was amplified from pUAST-W-tFHAH-attB (Mosca et al., 2012) and cloned

into LD10629 which was linearized and assembled using In-Fusion HD (Takara Bio). This resulted in plasmid pBS-FZ2.FLAG which

was used to amplify the dFZ2 ORF with the FLAG tag for cloning into the Gateway entry vector pENTR-D-TOPO (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific). This step eliminatedmost of the dFZ2 5’ and 3’ UTRswhilemaintaining the presumptive Kozak sequence adjacent to the start

codon. Following In-Fusion assembly, the resulting plasmid, pENTR-FLAG#5.ORF, was used to engineer the HA tag between the

dFZ2 cysteine rich and transmembrane domains. The HA epitope tag (amplified from pUAST-W-tFHAH-attB) was inserted by In-

Fusion cloning of multiple fragments in pENTR-FLAG#5.ORF. Positive clones were screened and verified by PCR diagnostics and

Sanger sequencing. This gave pENTR-HA-FZ2-FLAG which was then used in a Gateway LR reaction with the pUAST-Gateway-

attB vector (Tea et al., 2010) to generate pUAST-HA-FZ2-FLAG. This plasmid was used to generate transgenic flies (BestGene, Chino

Hills, CA) with the construct integrated into the VK00037 docking site. To make the Fz2-5AAAAA, we first modeled the structure of

Drosophila Fz2 using a transmembrane protein topology prediction with hidden Markov model to predict transmembrane regions

(TMHMM; Krogh et al., 2001) and the crystal structure of human Fz4 (PBD: 6BD4; Yang et al., 2018) using SWISS-MODEL and visu-

alized the resultant model prediction using PyMol 2.3.1 (Schrodinger, Inc). We then inserted 5 alanines between residues 607 (the end

of the 7th transmembrane domain) and 608 (the beginning of the KTLES sequence) as above using a UAS-DFz2 plasmid (Mathew

et al., 2005) as template. The DFz2 ORF was then amplified and cloned into the pUAST-Gateway-attB vector using a Gateway LR

reaction to generate pUAST-Fz2+AAAAA-attB. Transgenic flies were generated (BestGene, Chino Hills, CA) with the construct inte-

grated into the attP40 docking site.

METHOD DETAILS

RNAi protease screen
Fz2 cleavage occurs at a consensus (KTLES) glutamyl-endopeptidase site (Mathew et al., 2005). We used two

GO_MOLECULAR_FUNCTION terms in FlyBase (Thurmond et al., 2019): ‘‘endopeptidase’’ and ‘‘metalloprotease’’ and identified

121 total genes with those predicted molecular functions. From that list, 116 genes had 1 or more RNAi lines available at the Vienna

Drosophila Resource Center (VDRC) or the Harvard TRiP Collection (Dietzl et al., 2007; Hu et al., 2017). We omitted the Neprilysin

family (26 genes) as its active site faces the extracellular space (Nalivaeva and Turner, 2013) and DFz2-C cleavage is expected to

occur in the cytoplasm. We obtained RNAi lines for the remaining 93 candidates as well as 3 controls: two positive controls - dfz2

(Mathew et al., 2005) and trol (Kamimura et al., 2013) - known to impair postsynaptic development and maturation, and one negative

control - GFP. Because Fz2 cleavage occurs in themuscle, we conducted the screen by driving each RNAi line specifically inmuscles

using the DMef2-GAL4 driver (Lilly et al., 1995). We reasoned that impairing Fz2 cleavage (by blocking the relevant protease) would

impair postsynaptic development and maturation similarly to the removal of the Fz2 receptor itself and show similar phenotypes. We

screened F1 progeny of crosses between each RNAi line and the DMef2-GAL4 driver (with the experimenter blind to genotype) and

quantified ‘‘ghost boutons,’’ a hallmark of impaired postsynaptic maturation (Ataman et al., 2006, 2008; Fuentes-Medel et al., 2009;

Korkut et al., 2009; Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Mosca et al., 2012; Speese et al., 2012). Positive hits were lines that caused a sig-

nificant increase in ghost boutons over the negative control. For all genotypes, we performed immunocytochemistry in third instar

larvae (see below) and stained with antibodies against postsynaptic Dlg and presynaptic HRP. For all genotypes, at least 6 NMJs

in 6 larvae were scored. To ensure that any potential defects were not due to destabilization of the synapse, we also scored ‘‘foot-

prints,’’ which are retracted synapses that are positive for Dlg staining and negative for HRP staining (Eaton and Davis, 2005; Pielage

et al., 2005, 2008). Only four genes showed a significant increase in ghost boutons over the negative control: dfz2 and trol (the positive

controls), psn, and nct.

Cleavage assay, Western blot, and SDS-PAGE analyses
UAS-Fz2-FLAG was expressed in muscles using DMef2-GAL4 in a wild-type, imp-b11 mutant, psn mutant, or nct mutant back-

ground. Lysates were prepared from partially dissected third instar larval body walls as described (Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a).

Proteins were separated on 4-15% Mini-PROTEAN TGX gels (BioRad, Hercules, CA) and transferred to nitrocellulose. Blots were

incubated overnight in primary antibodies at 4�C and secondary antibodies at room temperature (21-22�C) for 1 hour. The following

primary antibodies were used: mouse anti-FLAGM2 (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. F1804, 1:5000) andmouse anti-a-tubulin DM1a (Sigma-

Aldrich, cat. no. T9026, 1:10000). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were used at 1:10000 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West

Grove, PA). Blots were developed using the SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific,

Waltham, MA).
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Production of Nicastrin antibodies
Custom antibodies were made against a TSKDFTQLTEVNDFKSLNPDSLQ-C peptide corresponding to amino acids 462-484 of the

Nicastrin protein (Pacific Immunology Corp., Ramona, CA). Rabbit antisera were affinity-purified against the original immunizing pep-

tide and used at a dilution of 1:500 on wandering third instar larvae (see below). Specificity of the antisera was validated by the

absence of signal in nctA7/J2 mutant larvae.

Immunocytochemistry
Wandering third instar larvaewere dissected and stained as described (Mosca andSchwarz, 2010a). The following primary antibodies

were used:mouse anti-Dlg (DSHB, cat. no.mAb4F3, 1:500) (Parnas et al., 2001), rabbit anti-Presenilin (custom, 1:200) (Nowotny et al.,

2000), rabbit anti-Nicastrin (custom, 1:500) (this study), rabbit anti-Dlg (custom, 1:40000) (Koh et al., 1999), mouse anti-myc (DSHB,

cat. nomAb9E10, 1:100), rabbit anti-myc (ThermoFisher Scientific, cat. no PA5-85185, 1:200), mouse anti-a-spectrin (DSHB, cat. no.

mAb3A9, 1:50) (Byerset al., 1987),mouseanti-Brp (DSHB, cat. no.mAbnc82, 1:250) (Laissueet al., 1999), rabbit anti-GluRIIC (custom,

1:2500) (Marrus et al., 2004), rabbit anti-Syt I (custom, 1:4000) (Mackler et al., 2002), mouse anti-CSP (DSHB, cat. no.mAb6D6, 1:100)

(Zinsmaier et al., 1994), rabbit anti-dsRed (TaKaRa Bio, cat. no. 632496, 1:250) (Mosca and Luo, 2014), chicken anti-GFP (Aves, cat.

no. GFP-1020, 1:1000) (Mosca and Luo, 2014), rat anti-N-Cadherin (DSHB, cat. no. mAbDNEX-8, 1:40) (Iwai et al., 1997), rabbit anti

Fz2-N (custom, 1:100) (Reichsman et al., 1996), rabbit anti Fz2-C (custom, 1:200) (Reichsmanet al., 1996),mouse anti LaminC (DSHB,

cat. no. mAbLC28.26, 1:200) (Riemer et al., 1995), mouse anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. F1804, 1:500), rabbit anti-FLAG

(Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. F7425, 1:250), rabbit anti-Wingless (custom, 1:200) (Packard et al., 2002), rabbit anti-Rab5 (abCam, cat.

no. ab31261, 1:200), mouse anti-Rab7 (DSHB, cat. no. Rab7, 1:100), rabbit anti-Importin-b11 (custom, 1:750) (Higashi-Kovtun

et al., 2010). Where noted, monoclonal antibodies were obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, created by the

NICHD of the NIH and maintained at The University of Iowa, Department of Biology. Alexa488-, Alexa647- (Jackson

ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA), and Alexa546-conjugated (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) secondary antibodies were used at

1:250. FITC-, Cy3-, or Alexa647-conjugated goat anti-HRP primary antibodies were used at 1:100 (Jackson ImmunoResearch,

West Grove, PA). Texas-Red-conjugated phalloidin was used at 1:300 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).

Proximity ligation assay
Larvae were processed as described (Wang et al., 2015) using the DuoLink Mouse Rabbit in situ PLA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no.

DUO92101, St. Louis, MO). Controls were performed with one or the other epitope-tagged transgene absent or with the probes re-

placed by water during the first PLA step to ensure that signal observed as not background or bleed-through of channels. To quantify

each experiment, an ROI was drawn around the synaptic region and the number of PLA puncta in red were quantified by hand. In the

PLA experiments, a significant number of puncta were observed in all cases. In all controls, low levels of background puncta were

observed (Figures S5G–S5I), demonstrating interaction specificity. In experiments involving PLA with endogenous antibodies, the

secondary antibody was omitted in analogous controls to ensure signal specificity. Larvae were then imaged via confocal micro-

scopy as described (see below).

Imaging and image processing
RNAi screen imaging was conducted on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). All other larvae,

adult Drosophila, and primary cortical neurons were imaged with a Zeiss LSM880 with Fast AiryScan confocal microscope (Carl

Zeiss, Oberlochen, Germany) using a 10X 0.4 NA, 40X 1.4 NA PlanApo, or a 63X 1.4 NA PlanApo lens. Images were processed

and quantified as described (Mosca and Schwarz, 2010a; Mosca et al., 2017) and figures constructed using ZEN 2.3 software

(Carl Zeiss, Oberlochen, Germany), Adobe Photoshop 2020, and Adobe Illustrator 2020 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

Behavioral larval crawling assays
Crawling assays were conducted, and peristaltic waves and head sweeps determined, as described (Clark et al., 2018; Fushiki et al.,

2016; Humberg et al., 2018; Lnenicka et al., 2003). The experimenter was blind to larval genotype during quantification.

Pharmacological inhibition of g-secretase in vivo

Larvae were raised on small-batch Drosophila cornmeal dextrose medium (Department of Biology University of Oregon, 1974) pre-

pared with 5 mML685,458 (Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis, MN) and processed as above. This drug has been used in vivo as a potent

and specific g-secretase activity blocker (Liu et al., 2018).

Primary neuron culture
Dissociated cortical neurons were prepared from embryonic day 17 Long-Evans rat embryos obtained from timed pregnant rats pur-

chased from Charles River Laboratories, Inc. (Wilmington, MA) and used in accordance with the Guidelines for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health and gifted from the lab of Matthew Dalva. Cortices were incubated with

10 mg/mL papain (Worthington Biochemical Corporation) in HBSS for 4 min at 37 �C. Following three washes in HBSS with

0.01 g/mL trypsin inhibitor (Sigma), cortices were triturated with a fire-polished glass Pasteur pipette 5–10 times to obtain a homo-

geneous cell suspension. Neurons were plated on poly-D-lysine (BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) and laminin (BD Biosciences)-

coated glass coverslips (12 mm; Bellco Glass, Vineland, NJ) in 24-well plates (Corning Life Sciences, Lowell, MA). Neurons were
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plated at a density of 6 3 105 cells/cm2 and cultured in Neurobasal media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with B-27 (Invi-

trogen), 1% glutamine (Invitrogen), and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (Invitrogen) and maintained in a humidified incubator with 5%

CO2 at 37
�C.

Neuronal transfection and drug treatment
Neurons were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) after 3 days in vitro. Transfection mixture was prepared (per cover-

slip) as follows: 0.5 mL Lipofectamine 2000 was added to 50 mL neurobasal medium (without supplement) in a polystyrene tube (USA

Scientific). DNA was added to 50 mL neurobasal medium (without supplement) in an Eppendorf tube. After 5 min, the DNA mixture

was added to Lipofectamine and incubated at room temperature for 15 min. Conditioned media was removed from the neuronal cul-

tures and replaced with 300 mL of warm neurobasal medium (without supplement). Transfection mixture was added to the neuronal

culture and incubated for 2 h at 37 �C and subsequently replaced with filter-sterilized warm conditioned media. For drug treatment,

compound L685,458 (Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis, MN) dissolved in DMSO was added at a final concentration of 2.5 mM once

after 7 days in vitro. For the control condition, the same volume of DMSO was added.

Primary neuron immunocytochemistry
After 21 days in vitro, neurons were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 2% sucrose for 10 minutes. Neurons were washed three

times with PBS. For antibody labeling, neurons were blocked in PBS plus 5% goat serum and 0.1% Triton (PGT) for 1 hour and then

incubated with primary antibodies (GFP; Aves lab) diluted in PGT overnight at 4�C After washing, neurons were incubated Alexa 488

secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch or Invitrogen) diluted in PGT for 2 hours at room temperature. Finally, neuronswere

washed three times with PBS and mounted with Mowiol.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of NMJ synaptic parameters in larval Drosophila
Ghost boutons were quantified as HRP-positive and Dlg-negative and samples blinded during imaging and quantification. All other

NMJ parameters (bouton number, muscle size, puncta quantification, synaptic protein level) were quantified as previously described

(Mosca and Schwarz, 2010b). Fluorescence intensity was measured with ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Comparison of fluorescence

levels for various parameters was done on samples that were imaged using identical confocal settings, laser powers, and conditions.

Quantification of synaptic parameters in adult Drosophila
Synaptic puncta (Brp-Short-mStraw) and neurite membrane volume (mCD8-GFP) were imaged, processed, and quantified as

described (Mosca and Luo, 2014). All images were obtained as above using a 63X 1.4 NA PlanApo lens and quantified / processed

using Imaris Software 9.3.1 (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) on a custom image processing computer (Digital Storm, Fre-

mont, CA).

Quantification of dendritic spines in primary neuronal culture
Dendritic subtype (stubby, mushroom-headed, thin filopodia) were quantified by hand, according to establishedmethods (Rochefort

and Konnerth, 2012). Dendritic spine density was quantified by counting the total number of spines on single neuronal processes and

dividing by the total length of the neuronal process. For each cover slip, at least 10-15 processes were quantified, and at least 3 cover

slips of each genotype were quantified per genotype.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed, and graphical representations prepared using Prism 8.4.3 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla,

CA). In all cases, n is expressed as the number of larvae and NMJs analyzed or the number of experiments done. Data for sample

size and statistical significance can be found in the figure legends and indicated on graphs in the figures themselves. Throughout the

study, the data is expressed asmean ± SEM. Significance between two samples was determined using a two-tailed Student’s t-test;

significance amongst 3 or more samples was determined using one-way ANOVA with a Dunnett post-hoc test to a control sample

and a Bonferroni post-hoc test amongst all samples. Multiple comparisons were corrected for in all cases using a Tukey’s post-hoc

test. Neural parameters at the NMJwere assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, consistent with previous literature (Lnenicka and

Keshishian, 2000). In each figure, unless otherwise noted, statistical significance is denoted in comparison to control genotypes.
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